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This paper mainly researches the Li-shi-hui, or rural board of regents which 
emerged in rural China during the New Rural Construction Period. Taking the 
Li-shi-hui of Chishi village in southern Fujian as a case study, this paper is to reflect 
the current situation of the operation of Li-shi-hui in rural China, and attempts to 
explicate that several factors have brought about the current phenomenon of 
Li-Shi-hui, such as villagers’ desire for change in the New Rural Construction 
Campain, the decline of the system of minor team heads in village committee, the 
compromise between local lineages and other interest groups. Li-shi-hui is a rural 
autonomous organization, which is more effective than any of past organizations and 
also a kind of adaptation  to the new intellectual environment, and is chosed by 
villagers spontaneously. The Li-shi-hui will probably bring about some implications 
upon the rural autonomy form of China in the future, it may replace the system of 
minor team head, form an autonomous pattern taking village as unit and coexist with 
the village committee. 
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